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ormo/1fL 
• ·• CH.ILD STUDY NU M BE:R. • • 
AT ST. CLOUD, L-1:I NN. 
-·. ·-
Sustained by the State for the Training of Its Teachers . 
• C OURSES OF S T UDY. 
' 1. An Advan ced Course, extending through five years . 
2 . An Elementary Course, extending through three y ears . 
l l. Elem enta ry Course, one y ear. 3. Graduate Courses 2 . AdvanGed Course, two y ear. 
3 . Kindergarten Course, one year. 
The Diplom a of either course is a State Certificate of qualification of the First Grade, good _for t :wo 
years. At the expiration of two years, the Diploma may be endorsed, making it a certificate of quahficat1on 
of the first grade, good for five years if an E lementary diploma, or a Permanent Certificate if an Ad-
vanced diploma. 
The demand for trained teachers in 'VIinnesota greatly exceeds the snpply. The best ]of the gradnates 
t'eadily obtain positions at good salaries. 
ADMISSIO N. 
Gradnates of High Schools and Colleges are admitted to the Graduate Conrses without examination. 
Applicants holding a second-grade county certificate are admitted to the C class without examination. 
Applicants who do not hold a second-grade certificate must be fifteen years of age at their nearest birthday 
and to be admitted mnst pass a creditable examination in Orthography, Reading, Grammar and Language, 
t he general Geography oftbe world, and Arithmetic equivalent to the demands for a second-grade certifi-
cate in these subjects. All the adva ntages of the school are FREE to those who pledge themselves to teach 
t wo years in the public schools oftbe state. 
EXPENSE OF LIVING IS VERY MODER.ATE. 
Living at the Ladies Home, including fnrnished room, heat, light and table board, is $3.00 per week. 
Board in private families may be had at rates ra nging from $2.50 to$! per week. Excellent opportunities 
are offered for self-boarding. 
Catalogues,. giving foll information, are mailed free to any address. Any questions will receive prompt 
a ttention. Address the President, 
GEO. H . K LEEEERGJPR ., 
St. Clou d , I',,l"inn . 
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The Many Points Reached by 
This Magnificently Equipped Railway. 
. ..... . 
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: ;: the · Confectionery and Bake Stuffs =: : 
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13, F. CARTERJ DRUGGIST, 
SWEETEN youR LIFE, 
and make your little ones 
happy by buying 
IlIGf{TED WITt{ ELiECTRICITY. FINE FRESH CANDIES, * * 
Anyone wanting comfortable rooms at either 
hotel, with or without bo.ard, satisfaction, prices and 
accommodation guaranteed. Special prices made to 
clergymen, teachers in public schools and students at 
Normal. 
D, S. HAYWARDJ 
FRDFRIETDR, 
Jiaircuttit)g ~ ,$~avit)g 
-GOl:ITO-
All Vlrork ,11,arran ted first-class. 
VISIT~ ~ ~ 
e. 1). W\\ 1VV1-.. 'E ~'8 
* * AND CHOICE FRUITS, 
All kinds or 
- Tobaccos al',)d Cigars -
-AT · -
FUFF EROS., 
No. 1101 St. Germain St. , and Uorner 5th Ave. and 1st 
Street South., Opposite West Hotel. 
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Groceries and Provisions, 
Fruits, Candies 
and Nuts, 
FLOUR AND FEED. 
104-106 S·ixth Ave S. St. Clou<l, Minn 
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Everytl)iog: Cleao aocl First-class. 
117 Fifth Ave. S. 
tft' AND 
522 St . Germain Street, Students trade Solicited, 
A 
EDELBROCK BROTHERS, BOOTS AND SHOES. 
WHAT WE WANT OF YOU=== 
\\l~ A call to look over our Spring Sto\lk. 
\~ you are buying your Clothing, Hats, Furnishings and Mackintoshes. 
A few minutes of your time when 
The goods and prices to be the convincing argument, as showing our 
superiority in this particular branch over all compititiqn. Lowest 
prices and best an_d latest styles guaranteed . 
..-e ......... Metzroth Bros. 
N. B.-Our premium books are trade winners . 
............... ........... Mends Trunks, in 
short, will fix anything and every-
thing you bring him, and fix it to 
suit you. Full line of i:lporting Goods. 
OUN.!> TO LET.---
• BOWIN& BROS., • 
GROCERS. 
Special Attention giveri to Students' trade. 
H□YT & SPRATLEY, 
Deutsches Gast und Kosthaus. 
G-. H. Overbeck:, Prop. 
Rates: $1 per day or $3.50 to $5 per week. Special 
rates by the mon_th made on application. 
WE ARE MAKING SPECIAL RATES 
FINE DENT AL WORK. 
IN JI c. BOEHMJ M. D. 
519 St. Germain Street. 
· Office on secoud floor, McClure block, 5th avenue. 
Office hours: 1111. m. to 12:30 p. m., 2 to 4 In the after-
noon, 7 to 8 evening. 
ELLIOTT, The Tailor, Clothier and Gents' Furnisher. 
. ..... . 
Fit and Workmanship Guaranteed. 
and Pressing a Specialty. 
Cleaning, Repairing . 
Try Him. 
Just ~eeeived an Elegant I.line of_ Woolens fott Sptting Wea.tt. 
17 Fifth Avenue Sou th, St. Cloud, Minn. , 
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Published monthly during the school year at the State 
Normal school at St. Cloud. 
Entered at the post office at. lSt. Cloud as second clas~ 
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Single Copies, 10 Cents. 
NOTICE. 
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A blue mark here ( ) means that your 
subscripti'on lzas expi'red. 
Correlation and Child-Study. 
We cannot escape it. It has come tostay. 
In spite of the fantastic and I udicrous theor-
ies and experiinents of some of its advocates 
who are doing their best to ride it to death 
in hobby-horse fashion, correlation has a 
message to deliver to the · world. But in 
this reforn1-Ltory movement as well as in 
every other, the clowns come in the first 
ranks of the procession; the royal carriage 
is never the first. The royal meaning of 
correlation is here now, however, and there 
is no excuse for not understanding or mis-
understanding the message of correlation. 
· The pupil's knowledge must be made a 
unit, and to do "this a center must be found 
-This is the sum of it. And it is dawning 
upon our educators now that this center is 
not Robinson Crusoe, or the grasshopper, 
or even natural scie nce or "literature." The 
center is the pupil himself. · Everything 
should be correlated to the evolution of the 
healthy interest of the developing mind. 
The kingdom of God is within us, not in 
something external. E~erything the pupil 
studies should be vitally connected with the 
pupil's daily life and experience. Nothing 
but what can be "brought home" to the pu-
pil, should be taught to him. And it must 
be "brought home" as a unit. History, 
geography, biology, physics, must not re-
main so many pigeon-holes for dead, petri- , 
fied and pickled knowledge; but they must 
be the beautiful limbs of a living organism 
in which each part exists in every other 
part. Let us cease teaching fragments of 
history, scraps of language, bits of geogra-
phy, and remnants of · arithmetic-each en-
closed as some saints relic in a chapel of its 
own-and let us begin to teach the CHILD. 
"The things, the things themselves", 
shouted Rousseau, and in his day and genera-
tion this was the reform most needed. With 
equal emphasis and with more than equal 
right, let us make our motto: "The child, 
the child itself." If we are to teach with 
the child as the center of attention, we cer-
tainly ought to know something about the 
child. This thought has taken posssession 
of minds_ of the teachers of today with 
irresistible force . The result is CHILD·STUDY, 
than which nothing more promising has 
ever appeared in the educational field. But 
doubtless trivial and superficial people will 
succeed in making something trival, super-
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ficial and ridiculous out of child-study. As 
earnest men and women who have no · time 
to waste and as teachers who have a definite 
object in view, we must aim at the liberal, 
broad, and essential science of childhood; 
and leave vain and curious questions to peo-
ple whu have · nothing serious to do in the 
world. We laugh at the scholastics of the 
middle ages for their hairsplitting discus-
sions, and can scarcely conceive how grown 
men could spend their time on such useless 
trifles; but meanwhile a race of laboratory 
scholastics are permitted t~ develop who 
waste their time in microscopic observations 
and statistics of the unimportant, accidental 
and trivai. Some of these modern scholas-
tics have a wonderful genius for discovering 
r fields of research that can not possibly be-
come of value to anybody. 
Such child-study the busy teacher need 
not augment. Let him pursue the essential, 
the soul-elevating side of the study. He 
needs something by which to test and cor-
rect his method and his curri.culum. Child-
study can and must furnish this something. 
honor, truthfulness, courage and mercy. Be 
not misled by the fact _ that the ;:hild will 
try to make its conscience correspond to its 
Sunday-school models. He may even 
have quite clear intellectual conceptions 
of the moral law, and be ready and able to 
appiy it to any given case. This morality 
is, however, wholly an exotic. To find out 
the true "morality," or rather lack of moral-
ity, of the child, watch its actions when 
most unstudied, notice its opinions when 
the Sunday-school precept is out of its 
mind. Then the following will be .found to 
be true: 
Boys brag of how many other "fellows" 
they can "lick," with impunity, not of the 
odds they dare to take in a fight Boys are 
very indignant at a "cheat" when their side 
gets cheated. Boys boast ot their muscular 
strength or mental cunning, not of bravery. 
"I'm not afraid of going into the river, be-
cause I can swim," is an example. The fact 
that Sigfried was invulnerable, reduces the 
grown man's admiration for the hero, for 
what valor does the warrior show who 
knows that he cannot be wounded? But I 
Here are some results that are already doubt that the child has yet been born to 
quite certain: The abstruse and abstract whom Sigfried with the charmed "coat" was 
portions of grammar and arithmetic will be h S not a greater man t a_n igfried without 
almost removed tram the "grades" into the it. In snow-balling, there is a peculiar 
high school course. The natural sciences tendency to join the stronger side. In 
correlated with history, literature, and Ian- schools wht>re no pupils over fourteen years 
guage will occupy the places of the fallen of age are found and where the teacher 
fetishes of pedagogy. _ makes no conscious effort in that direction, 
there is no "code of honor;" pupils will . feel 
A Correlation of the Ethical Evolution 
the Ancient Orient and of 
Early Childhood. 
of entirely free to "tattle" to the teacher. 
BY P. M. MAGNUSSON. 
The moral aspect of the evolution of the 
individual depends, of course, wholly upon 
the development of the IDEAL of · the child. 
Here more than anywhere else the histori-
cal parallelism hold good. The tiger is not 
only the ideal of the orient, it is the ideal of 
every nursery. Children as well as bar-
barians admired those that "get there." Suc-
cess is the one measure of excellency in 
-childhood. It has no true explicit morality. 
A scientific dispass10nate study ot children 
reveals that before ten years of age they 
have no admiration worthy of the name for 
They do not consider it unmanly to cry at 
the least provocation. Nor do they recog-
nize mercy as a virtue worth the having. 
The vikings of t-he North or Izdubar's heroes 
in Chaldaea were simply overgrown boys, 
and the boy of today exhibits · the same 
cruelty, or rather indifference to the suffer-
ings of others in his exultapt pursuit of 
some terrified squirrel. The boy's code of 
morals is extremely like that of the ancient 
Homeric Greek, whose morals in this re-
spect are perfectly oriental. Nestor's ques-
tion, as to whether young Tele™achos came 
as a freebooter, would sound quite natural 
and not at all insulting to the ordinary 
Sunday-school -boy. Strength and cunning 
were and are almost the only virtues recog-
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nized, with one possible exception. Boys 
do hate a thief. And historically the law 
-of property was the first moral law evolved. 
And for good reasons. The institution of 
property ( industrial s0ciety) is, together 
with the family, the first institution evolved. 
The first truly human relation that becomes 
explicit in man is the relation of Owner 
-of Property. In fact, even the family is at 
-first interpreted into this relation. That is, 
in as far as it is rationalized it consists in the 
I 
-possession of one person by another. Filial, 
•conjugal and parental love is at first a mere 
-animal affair, a matter of instinct. Hence 
the Ri•ght to Property i5 the first moral con-
•cept to be developed, and it long remains 
"the most explicit (or clearly thought-out) 
-ethical notio,n. In some parts of Europe 
·the prison is still called the "thief-hole," 
and with the masses "thief" and "convict" 
are synonomous terms. Even in Hume we 
·find that his "justice" means right in property 
Telations only. "Honesty" to . this day 
·means simply absence of thievish proclivi-
ties. From its derivation it ought to mean 
the sum of all virtues,· of all that is honor-
able. 
Now it is to be noted that neither the 
•child nor the barbarian can have the full 
moral conception of even what honesty is. 
For the the moral offense is always an of-
fense against a person. To us the wicked-
ness of a theft does not depend upon the 
.amount stolen. A personality has been 
·violated; this is to us the enormity and hor-
Tor of the deed . But to the child and the 
. race in the oriental stage the personality of 
the possessor, as well as of any other in -
-dividual, is a very misty affair, and as yet 
wholly bounded by the sense world. The 
property in question is on the other hand 
a Very definite conception. Hence it seems 
,selfevident to the child and the race in its 
·childhood that the theft of five dollars is 
just five times as wicked as the theft of 
one dollar. The Romans had not yet got 
the highest conception of personality, and 
yet they gave the form of j•1risprudence for 
all times to the world; and it is curious to 
-see how these imperfect moral notions have 
left a trace in modern laws. To this day 
we distinguish petty larceny from grand 
larceny, and punish· him less who stole the 
smaller amount of property. 
In the rudimentary oriental state only one 
personality was respectably developed, and 
recognized. This was that of the Despot 
or Ruler. And this individual personality 
was often mistaken for the institutional per-
sonality of the state. We find, accordingly, 
in children and barbarians the rudiments of 
the virtue in relation to this person, LOYALTY. 
This is, however, only rudiment and scarce-
ly discoverable. But it is true that children 
do, at least under favorable circumstances, 
think it is mean to desert their recognized 
leader. Instinctively they are loyal to their 
parents, but even here a gleam of explicit 
opinion that one ought to stick to one's 
father and mother through thick and thin, 
may sometimes be discoverable. 
The Hebrews had evolved the institution 
of the church to the highest point possible 
on the basis of the sense-world as the only 
world. This involves the recognition of 
the Absolute ·Personality as the "greatest 
thing out" in the sense-world-a very in-
adequate concept of God, to be sure, but 
still a sublime notion. As soon as this con-
cept of God is born in the child-individual, 
or child-race, the virtue of piety (111 its 
modern sense) is possible, nay, inevitable. 
This equivalent to saying that in the o.ri-
enfal period no adequate moral ~onceptions 
are possible since no adequate notion of 
personality can be formed as long as the 
sense-world is the only world known. But 
property and the rudiments of the personal-
ities of Master and of God begin to be re: 
cognized and as a result quasi-moral notions 
of honesty, loyalty and piety put in their 
appearance, rising, as it seems, from the 
realm of instinct. The child recognizes the 
personalities of master arid God much 
earlier and clearer than those of himself 
and his playmates; and thus, paradoxical 
as it may seem, it is nevertheless true that 
the child can earlier comprehend by an act 
of "moral judgment" the duties of worship 
and obedience to God and of submission 
and service to a person in authority than 
the duties of charity of neighbor to neigh 
bor or of the self respect that the individual 
owes to himself. The great fault of nine 
tenths of our attempted moral instruction· is 
5 
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that it ignores this order of evolution of 
personal concepts, and proceeds on the no-
tion that the child's own individual person-
ality 1s the one clearest before him. A 
child is administered to "put himself in the 
other fellow's place," "to do by others as he 
would be done by," and the like, when in 
point of fact, there is no personality he is 
less skillful in conceiving than his own in-
dividual self. 




and Rudimentary Honesty, 
still more Rudimentary Loyalty, 
and Piety. 
TABU. It is plain that on such a meager 
list of "virtues" no human life could be suc-
cessfully conducted. Physical existence 
itself would be jeoparadized. Not ice how 
much is lett out. Every virtue springing 
from explicit "love of neighbor as thyself;" 
and this simply because neither neighbor 
nor self exist at this time with any adequate 
individuality. Supplemented by the parent-
al, filial, sexual and social instincts ot man 
these meager ethical conceptions form a 
less insufficient basis for social life; but still 
the basis is insufficient. Nothing but the 
most elementary forms of social organiza-
tions could flourish among people so · de-
void of ethical notions. Therefore the 
spirit of man imposes on himself certain 
arbitrary rules and regulations, based on 
authority alone. Every oriental conception 
of life imposes certain restrictions on man 
which are wholly without reason as far as 
the individual who obeys them is concerned. 
To kill a stranger in general was allowed, 
even laudable; but if the stranger was under 
one's roof and had partaken of one's salt, 
his life was sacred. To lie in general 
showed only one's smartness, and even the 
gods lied-as when J upitor sent the lying 
dream to Agamemnon-but it must not be 
done under a particular species of trees in 
India. A malefactor in a temple was sacred, 
however black his crime; it would have 
been NEFAS to hurt him. Though gods and 
men deceived whenever convenient, still 
after pronouncing a certain formula called 
an oath, it became blackest iniquity to pre-
varicate. By the wise laws of Moses cer-
tain animals were clean and certain unclean;; 
and certain deeds must be followed by 
much cleansing and purification. Thus the 
laws of health and chastity were made ef-
fective and obeyable among a people twQ.. 
thousand years before they could be ration-
ally understood. 
These ethical and social laws which. get. 
obedience, not because their basis is ration-
ally understood, nor because the inborn in-
stinct of ma11 prompts him to act so• 
without demanding any explicit ground for· 
his action; but which are obeyed simply be-
cau~e authority ( mainly religious) says so► 
may be called, for obvious reasons, TABlf. 
LAWS. 
Such a TABU morality must be established 
for the child by teacher and parent. It is a. 
great mistake to attempt to make explicit. 
every moral distinction to the mere child. 
It can not be done. Instead of wearying-
him with . moral tales "inculcating" truth 
and kindness and justice and mercy, just tel1 
him he must not do certain false, cruel, or 
unjust things simply because they are· 
wicked. The child, if it trusts you, will im-
mediately construe for itselt the most grue-
some image of the badness of the forbidden 
thing and will fear it with a superstitious.. 
dread. Thus, a child of six years has no, 
rational basis whatever for holding that 
falsehood is wrong; he cannot have; in fact, 
many an adult can not get it by reasoning. 
But if all his trusted grown friends tell him 
that lying is despicable, his impulse of imi-
lation will lead him to agree with them, and 
to feel in his very bones how contemptable, · 
it must be to be a liar. 
Only by a code of tabu morality can the 
oriental period be tided over m the child-
hood of the individual · as well as in the: 
childhood of the race. -
Introductory ,Remarks. 
BY PRES. GEO. R. KLEEBERGER. 
The world is expecting much from its 
teachers today, · and especially from those 
who have bad the benefits of Normal School 
training. Whatever progress is made in 
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teaching must be ~largely through the 
intelligent efforts of professionally trained 
teachers. It is rightfully expected of them 
(I) that they shall have an adequate con-
~eption of the ends and purpottes of edu-
·Cation; (2) that they shall have firm faith in 
the possibility of attaining these ends; ( 3) 
that they shall be impelled by love and 
:sympathy to want to aid children to attain 
to noble ideals; (4) that they shall under-
:stand both the science and the art of using 
.all educational means to promote the easy, 
rapid and pleasant development of each 
-child from what he is now to what he ought 
to become; and (5) they must be skillful 
in discovering just exactly what are the 
·present ,abilities, interests and purposes of 
the child to be developed. 
Of all these essentials of a good teacher, 
the last named,-the ability to effectively 
study the child,-is the rarest and the last 
to receive emphasis from the teaching fra-
:ternity; and the great tide of pedagogical 
,interest and effort is today turned largely 
in that direction. What new progressive 
steps in education are being taken at the 
present time are principally either in the 
line of perfecting the science and art of 
-child-study, or else more or less directly the 
result of child-study efforts already put 
forth. It is therefore necessary for all who 
would stand in the front rank of progressive 
teachers t0 be active in applying child-study 
to the improvement of educational work; 
.and the present number of the NORMALIA is 
devoted largely to this subject in the hope 
that it may aid and encourage the Alumni 
of the St. Cloud Normal School in carrying 
on valuable work along this line. 
Unquestionably the most valuable kind of 
child-study is that which can be done in 
connection with ordinary school-work,-the 
careful study of the child's response to the 
efforts of the teacher, and the results of the 
school work and school surroundings upon 
the development ot the child's character 
and the child's growth in ability and knowl-
edge. What we need to know first of all is 
the condition of the child's sense organs, 
the avenues through which alone we can 
hope to do anything for him. We need to 
kn ow' especially whether touch, sight and 
hearing are defective or not, and whether 
he acquires knowledge equally well through 
these various senses, or whether he can be 
best appealeg to through the eye or through 
the ear. It is not that we should necessari-
ly direct our effor1s to the eye or ear alone, 
whichever is strongest, but that we may also 
intelligently strive to improve the child's 
defective sen·se channels. 
We need, too, to know the degree of sen-
sitiveness of children to external conditions, 
--the state of their nervous system,-wh.tl 
is their temperament. How are they affected 
by atmospheric conditions, and by social 
conditions in and out of the school-room? 
How do the various school exercises affect 
the children, not only mentally, but also 
morally and physically? Do any school 
ex~rcises irritate the nerves of sensitive 
children to such a degree as to be physically 
detrimental? · 
It is also necessasy to discover what effect 
the ordinary school work has upon the 
child, not how accurately he can answer set 
questions selected from the subjects taught, 
but how his thoughts, feelings, actions, am-
bitions, purposes, reading, play, etc., both 
in school and out, are affected by the teach-
er's plans and efforts. It is only by 
thus noting carefully the effect upon the 
child's life that it is possible to know 
whether the proper quantity and quality of 
stimulus is being applied to promote healthy 
development. 
It is not the object here to point out all 
possible directions in which child-study 
should be pursued, but rather to arouse the 
interest of our graduates and direct their at-
tention to available aids in this work. The 
Minnesota Child-Study association is send-
ing out specific plans for carrying on child-
study in the schoolrooms, and will be glad 
to have the co-operation of all. It is hoped 
that every earnest teacher will lend a hand 
in this matter, first for the purpose of mak-
ing her' own workmoreeffective,and second, 
to help promote pedagogical progress in 
general. By writing to Prof. Louis H. Gal-
breath, State Normal School, Winona, en-
closing fifty cents for membership fee, you 
can secure all the outlines and directions · 
already issued, and to be· issued up to Jan. 
I, 1896. It is always easier and more satis-
factory for most of . us to co-operate with 
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others in new lines of work. and to have the 
benefit and inspirations of their plans and 
suggestions and results. 
In this number of the NORMALIA are given 
several reports, by members of the present 
graduating class, of studies conducted at 
least in part in accord with the plans sent 
out by the State Child-Study association. 
These studies are not offered here because 
of any superior merit they possess, but 
simply -to indicate some lines along which 
effort is being made, with the hope that 
many others may be induced to enter upon 
more careful study of children and their de-
velopment. True education today meansDE-
VELOPING CHILDREN, not TEACHING SUBJECTS; 
and one great hope for the future of educa-
tional effort lies in a wider and more accur-
ate knowledge of the children themselves. 
An Experiment in nemorizing. 
BY P. M. MAGNUSSON. 
Memory, as well as perception and im-
aginati·on works with the time-and-space 
furniture of the mind denominated IMAGES. 
These images may be classified on the basis 
of the senses from which they originate. 
The most important images for the educator 
are (1) THE VISUAL (seen imag_es), (2) THE 
AUDITORY (heard images), (3) MOTOR IMAGES. 
These last originate in muscular sensations, 
and consist in a sort of imaginary doing the 
thing over again. In memorizing we rely 
on the recurrence in the right order ot one 
or more of these three classes of images. 
Some persons in reciting a poem by heart 
im~gine it printed on a ghostly page before 
them, others hear it whispered, and others 
still rely on the motor center of the vocal 
organs. These last simply let the moqth 
catch the gait of the poem. 
PURPOSE OF EXPERIMENT: To find out 
best way of mechanical memorizing for each 
pupil, whether by eye alone, ear alone, or 
by eye, ear and vocal organs in conjunction. 
Secondarily, to find out whether the pupil is 
chiefly eye, ear or motor minded. 
THE EXPERIMENT: Two Latin sentences 
of about ten words each were placed on the 
board. The pupils averaged about 18 years 
of age, 7 gentlemen and 13 ladies. The 
class had not studied Latin. The sen-
tences were read and explained by the 
teacher. Then teacher and class looking' 
at the first sentence repeated it in chorus. 
tor three minutes. Then the class was di-
rected to look at the second sentence for-
three minutes without moving their lips ._ 
After about two minutes' rest each pupil. 
wrote on a slip of paper as much as he re-
membered of the two sentences. Then the 
teacher read aloud a third Latin sentence· 
of the same length for th_ree minutes. The· 
pupils listened but were not allowed to re-
peat even to themselves, the sentence read .. 
This was theh reproduced on paper by the-
pupils, 
A language unfamiliar to the ' pupils was. 
chosen so that the old and peculiar chance 
associations formed for almost every phrase-
in a known language, should not confuse· 
and vitiate the experiment. Besides in a . 
familiar tongue we have an art of substitut-
ing our favorite image immed·tately for the-
heard or seen word, hence rendering the ex-
periment less exact. It were however in-
it'.resting and instructive to conduct the-
same experiment with English sentences. 
also, and we hope some of our readers will 
try it. 
GENERAL RESULTS: A careful counting-
and estimation of every word and letter of 
the reproductions show t~at on an average-
751/z per cent. of the original was correctly 
reproduced by visual memory alone; 49 per 
cent by auditory memory alone; and 92.7 
by visual, auditory, motor memory in con-
junction. This means that the class in 
question when committing anything to-
memory, as in learning a new language, had 
better read aloud, so as to see, hear, and 
MAKE the words at the same time. This. 
condemns the silent poring over Latin dic-
tionaries and grammars. This means also 
that visual perception, imagination, and 
memory is developed at the expense of the 
the auditory variety. I;anguage is naturally 
a thing of the ear; visual language is an 
artificial addition. Still the artificial chan-
nel averages 7 51/z to 49 of the natural! 
"Isn't it better for the learner to concen-
trate his attention on one sense rather than 
to divide his images.between eye, ear, and 
vocal organs?" is a question often asked. 
Evidently not, according to this experiment. 
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Only two of the twenty failed to succeed "especially stupid today," without bothering 
best by using the three together. The truth to find out just how or just why it is so. 
seems to be that when a person's sense- This investigation, to be of scientific 
system is properly organized and trained, value, would have to be carried on by an 
best results are produced by using as . many observer rather than by the teacher herself, 
senses in conjunction as possible. Though as she is too engrossed in her work of teach-
more water rushes through a sluice-way 
ing to notice every detail bearing upon the 
when that ~lone is open, still the whole 
subject, neither . is it always best for the amount of water escaping is greater if two 
additional sluice-ways are also open . Like- teacher to be noticed gathering the material. 
wise though we SEE better if we neither Although this interferes with the value tif 
speak nor listen, still we PERCEIVE - best the •investigation for science, ic does not 
when we us·e all the senses available, and hinder it being of the greatest practical 
at the same time imitate or body forth what value to the teacher herself. The material 
we perceive. here used has been gathered by some of the 
RESULTS IN INDIVIDUAL CASES: Four of members of the class of '96 at the Normal. 
the twenty succeeded better by hearing· I use Dr. Rowe's classification. 
alone than by seeing alone. Those with 
special talent in drawing and penmanship 
were very much better in visual than in 
auditory memory. The poor visualizers in 
this test were invariably poor spellers. 
The gentlemen happened to be better by a 
few per cent than the ladies in visual and 
auditory memory, but poorer when the two 
were used together with motor memory. 
'.fhis result is probably wholly accidental. 
Some of the best thinkers of the class 
showed quite defective memories of every 
kind.. As a rule, the younger members of 
the class showed a higher average than the 
older members. The lowest per cent for 
visual is 25 per cent, for auditory 14 per 
cent, and for the three combined 24 per 
cent. The highest in auditory memory is 
97 per cent. There are two perfect results in 
visual memory and four perfect results in 
the combination of visual, auditory, and 
motor. 
Wrong and Irrelevant Answers, 
BY CARRIE A, FITZGERALD. 
A wrong answer is very often a pertinent 
criticism of the teacher and she ought to 
profit by it. 
. Few teachers have ever attempted a real 
study of the wrong answers given and their 
conditions, with a view to determining their 
real sig!}ificance; but rather have laid the 
blame to the child and have declared him 
r. Inattention may be the cause of wrong 
answers, but that' means a stronger interest 
in some other direction than that of the les-
son, tor which the teacher is often to blame. 
One instance illustrating this has been 
noticed ond recorded. 
In the preparation of a lesson in English 
history the teacher showed the class a pic-
ture of the ninth century and afterwards 
read them a story about the same century, 
hut having no other connection with the 
pictu~e. The teacher then called on a pupil to 
reproduce a part of the story. He pro-
ceeded to tell all he knew about the picture. 
Evidently he had not heard the story. 
He was engrossed in studying the picture 
before him. The teacher had failed to make 
her lesson a unit; had not correlated the 
story and the picture. 
2. Wrong and irrelevant answers may 
be the result of conscious ignorance and an 
effort at random to satisfy the teacher, di-
vert her mind, or create a sensation. 
Instances recorded: 
A little boy on being asked "where is the 
grasshopper found," said "in its skin," his 
eyes dancing with fun meanwhile. 
Another pupil succeeded in creating a 
sensation by saying "when the camel 1s 
hungry he nibbles his hump." 
These answers were due partly to the 
pupil's inability to give tbe correct ans'.'.ren, 
and partly to his wish to appear "cute.,, 
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That "smartness" of this SOrl should not be 'continent' stands for any one of the land 
tolerated is self evident; but unfortu- masses, what kind of a noun is it?" 
nately teachers pay little attention to them. Pupil-"A pronoun." 
A pupil hoping to satisfy the teacher said Because continent STANDS FOR something, 
"a carpet bag is a bag to put carpet in;" he thought it must be a pronoun. 
and another, on being asked why fish are + Perhaps a previous question or state-
dark on top and white underneath, said that ment may have started another train of 
when the fish came to the top of' the water thought in the child's mind. 
the sun tanned the top of the fish, but could E xamples: A pupil was asked the mean-
not get under it. ing of the word "injunction." The sound 
3. Another cause may be faulty apper- of the word caused him to think of "junc-
ceptive material on which the teacher is tion," and he answered" A place where you 
relying. P erhaps the . idea 1s altogether have to change cars." 
new or contused. Lesson on birds and their enemies. Chil-
Instances: dren have named several enemies of the 
In an arithmetic class, age from twelve to birds. Question is asked; "ln what way is 
fourteen, the question was asked, "units di- the owl an enemy?" Pupil answers "Well, 
vided by units give what denomination?" I have a little cat at home that isn't a bit of 
and the pupils answered "units." The an enemy to birds." Child had continued 
teacher followed with "tenths divided by previous train of thought. 
tenths gives what denomination?" A lesson in language to a class of about 
Answer, "tenths." eight years of age, in which "The Birds of 
It might be that the first point was not Killingworth" was read. The teacher came 
clear to the class and when asked the same to the line telling about the houses of the 
question regarding tenths answered in the birds half way up to heaven. Teacher_; 
same mechanical, rhythmical way. This "Where were the houses?" P1:1pil-"Half 
is especially common when a class is reciting way up to heaven." 
in concert. Teacher-" What were they called, or 
The following occurred in a history class: what is the name of birds' houses?" Pupil 
Question-"What were the articles of con- -"Half-way houses." 
federation?" Answer-"They were the The idea of them being half way to some 
arms used by the confederates durmg the place had caused the child to think, perhaps, 
civil war." of a house west of St. Cloud, which is called 
It may be remarked that English is not the "half-way house," and RO caused him to 
the mother tongue of the members of this answer as he €lid. 
<:lass. Their idea of articles as objects or To show the difficulty of such a study as 
things, and the ease with which y0ung folks this, we have an instance in the lesson on 
grasp the concrete idea confederates as the violet. 
,compared with confederation may be said to The teacher wished the class of' about the 
be the cause of this answer. The teacher age of six, to get the shape of the viCllet 
should have learned by this that the class leaf, and she held up a white paper heart 
would better appreciate very different work and asked them its shape. Answer- -
in history ,than the "articles of , confedera- "White." Teacher finally got them to say 
tion," something more tangible, and more "heart-shaped." She then held before them 
easily imagined. the violet leaf and asked its shape. Answer 
Another instance in which the child's ap- -~"Green," from a boy by no means a dull 
perceptive material was insufficient is re- pupil, then "heart-shaped." 
,corded as occurring with pupils about the This instance was r~ported by several 
age of twelve. Teacher-"When the word observers in nearly as many ways, and 
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several different opinions as to the cause of 
the answers, were given. 
up and became very quiet as well as in-
tensely interested. At the close of the song 
one little fellow said, "that was a mce song 
you sang, teacher." R. V. . 
Several reported the cause as being lack 
of familiarity on the part of the class, with 
the terms "shape" and "color." An older pupil, during a music lesson in 
which the exercise consisted of scales in 
which the pitch changed constandy, became 
so nervous and wrought up over the effect 
that she was obliged to leave the room. 
She never thinks of the incident now with-
out feeling every nerve in her body tingle. 
Others: that the "white" and "green" 
stood out so prominently to the pupil that 
he did not see the shape at first. And still 
another h~lds that the class were .inattentive 
and did not listen to thP. question; but just 
said what they saw. 
The following, it seems to me, is probab-
ly the correct soli.1tion: The teacher and 
class had been talking so much about color, 
the blue and yellow of the blossom; ctnd 
their thoughts had been running on color 
for so long a time that it was hard to change 
and think of shape. 
The difficulty of accounting for this in-
stance 0f wrong answers and of classifying 
it as to cause, explains, · perhaps, why this 
subject of unexpected answers is so gen-
·erally neglected and shows how far we are 
from a truly scientific grasp of the problem. 
Unnoticed Educative Influences. 
BY ANNIE M. RONNER, '96. 
The thought has been suggested to the 
- Minnesota Child-Study association that there 
are probably unnoticed influences on the 
play ground and in the school room and 
home, equally important with the regular 
sch<>ol work, in the development of children. 
Several communications have been sent 
out by the association indicating some lines 
along which child-study work way be profit-
ably carried on. Under these suggestions 
we have several concrete · examples, given 
by teachers who have made a study of this 
subject and have noticed results. The fol-
lowing illustrate some of the points given 
and they may serve to make many more 
teachers take up this interesting study. 
One teacher says: 
During a language lesson on "the spider" 
the children became very restless and inat-
tentive, I then sang very softly, "The Spider 
and the Fly." The class at once brightened 
The following instance shows that good 
may come from stories, sometimes, that the 
teacher never thought of when she read the 
story: 
I told them the story, "What the Flowers 
Did." This is the story: "A little girl re-
ceived a bouquet of flowers from a gentle-
man because she had been kind to his · little 
boy who had broken a leg while coasting . . 
This little girl thought that their sweetness 
should not all be wasted on her, so she sent 
some to a little sick friend. She, in turn, 
divided her bouquet with a p-ior little boy 
who was always left alone while his mother 
went out washing. While this boy was 
admiring his flowers, he heard Bessie, who 
lived upstairs, crying. He immediately 
·said to his mother, 'Why couldn't I spare 
Bessie half mv flowe~s. Please take some 
to her.' Thus the flewers proved to be 
missionaries of love. The next day the 
youngest pupil in my class, told me that he 
had picked some flowers and had taken 
them to a sick friend." R. V. 
The teacher's dress: One young lady 
who has a bright face and looks very nice 
in white gowns, had lately been wearing 
dark dresses to school. One morning she 
came to school in a fresh white gown. The 
children looked up very much pleased, and 
two of them said to her "you look awfully 
pitty in that dress." 
As to the school room, here are two in-
stances noticed "by _the same teacher: "The 
children brought me wild flowers which I 
I placed in tomato cans. The cans were 
very unsightly, so I covered them with 
colored paper. Afterwards, wh~n visiting- , 
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at some of their homes, I saw flowers ar-
ranged in cans just as we had them in 
school." 
"The same pupils would not keep th~ir 
desks in order. I furnished them with 
pasteboard boxes for their pencils, but these 
were soon · destroyed and I gave that plan 
up. At the same time, the pencils were 
not in order on my own desk, I had colored 
pencils and others for them which they laid 
carelessly back anywhere when they had 
finished using them. I then got two pretty 
soap boxes with paper lace on the inside 
and used those for my pencils. That had a 
good effect, as they each got a box after' 
that and really tried to keep -their desks as 
neat as mine." __:__Alice Morris. 
School · ground:;: One of our teachers 
gives us the following: "Past the school 
. house in which I received my early educa-
tion, there flows a considerable "creek." It 
has educated a whole generation in practical 
~•hyc1raulics." Dams, mills, rafts were oc-
c;asioned by it. It formed, I distinctly re-
member, my apperception mass for the 
Amazon river. It taught me to swim."-
P. M. M. 
Children unconsciously imitate those who 
are near them in their daily life and in this 
way, playmates, teachers and parents are 
giving them an education, unconsciously, as 
it were, for g@od or bad. We have often 
seen children playing school, where the 
loud voices, Jisagreeable ways · and punish• 
ments administered, are copied nearly exact-
ly from the teacher. 
One little girl who plays constantly with 
a neighboring child, comes in with her voice 
sounding exactly like that of her companion 
and even the expression ot the face is ex-
actly copied. 
Children have a respect and awe for their 
elders, especially for their parents and 
teachers, which makes them _think that what 
they do MUST be all right. So when they 
imitate their elders consciously or uncon-
sciously they see no wrong in anything 
which is done by them. 
Parents and teachers may endeavor con-
sciously, to set an example or to make a 
room beautiful, for the unconscious educa-
tion of the child. But the influence uncon-
sciously exerted by the teacher needs per-
haps equal attention. Those habits, ex-
pressions or indications of general character, 
which are not of the best, are imitated 
by the pupil as much as the good; so that 
is what teachers in general must look out 
for. A pleasant voice, quiet, composed 
manner, forgetfulness of self, and an earn-: 
est effort on the part of the teacher, for the 
pupils' own good, will help -bring about a 
well governed, happy school. And these 
are the only conditions which are conducive 
to the highest development of the child. 
Study of Eye and Ear Mindedness. 
BY F LORENCE BURLINGAME, '96 . 
It has been known for some time that 
there is a great difference among prnple in 
the way in which· they most readily take in 
impressions of words, some preferring al-
ways to SEE the printed page from which 
they are to obtain their information, others 
preferring to HEAR it read, or to have it told 
to them. 
The experiments which ·· are now being 
made all over the country in testing the ear 
or eye mindedness of children in the public 
scholars, have it for their Qbject to ascertain 
if possible, the connection of these condi-
tions with the child's mental ability, the in-
fluence of the school upon these conditions, 
and the kind of school work required to 
suit them. 
The experiments so far conducted have 
not been sufficiently extensive to more than 
suggest a few questions which may point 
the way for farther experiments. Following 
the line of eye and ear work indicated by 
Prof. W. L. Bryan in his report to the Inter-
national Congress of Education at Chicago, 
a few experiments have been made in St. 
Cloud. 
The test for eye and ear mindedness, sug-
gested by that given by Mr. Granville in his 
little treatise, "The Secret of a Good Mem-
ory," is as follows: Let the examiner pre-
pare two lists of ten words each, as near 
alike in difficulty as possible. Let these be 
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·so arranged that association among them cent. of them by sound, while the Senior I. 
-will not assist the pupil's memory. Mark class, composed of students a little younger, 
:these lists "a" and "b." Give to each pupil but who have enjoyed school privileges all 
a slip of paper marked "Sight I." Take their lives, got 65 per cent. by sound and 
1ist "a" and present rapidly one word at a 67 per cent. by sight. 
time, taking care that every pupil SEES each While these tests were not in the least 
word for a second only and allowing as little conclusive, they are at least suggestive of 
·space between as possible. Have them the following questions : 
write on their slips as many words as they Is the influence of the scho.ol making pu-
,can remember. Collect. Read to them at pils eye minded? 
.an even rate list "b." Have this written on Does the eye develop last of the senses, 
·slips marked "Sound I." Then taking "a" ,and is strong ear· mindedness in an adult a 
·once more read it to them, having them sign of arrested or imperfect development? 
write what they can remember on slips In connection with the last question we 
marked "So•1nd II." This time they nave give the results of one exami-nation of a 
the advantage of having seen the words class of thirty-seven adults from the Nor-
-once and will probably put down more mal. Of these nine were foynd to have got-
words, Then SHOW them list "b" in the ten three more words by sight than by 
-same manner in which "a" . was first pre- sound, and five to have gotten three more 
cSented and let them put down the result as by sound than by sight. The class :is a 
~'Sight II.!' The two sight lists added will whole got 57 per cent. by sound and 71 per 
,give the number gained by sight, and adding cent. by sight. Of the five "sound" workers 
the sound lists gives the number by sound. one had defective eyes, three were the least 
This list has been applied several times mature of the class, leaving only one strictly 
during the_ past two years to the pupils in normal adult mind in the list of strong 
the Model Department of the St. Cloud ''sound" workers. Another class of adults 
Normal, and though the numbers in each tested under slightly different circumstances 
'.grade are too few to draw a very probable gave a r·esult of 47 per cent. by sound and 
:inference from, and though the tests have 75½ per cent by sight. · 
necessarily often been applied by unskillful The sec-ond experiment was undertaken 
hands, yet as a rule they show a uniformity to discover, if possible, the connection be-
•of result that entitles them to a careful con- tween eye and ear work and the reading 
sideration. work. For this purpose several grades, 
The first thing indicated by these tests is 
that the great maJority of children are not 
:strongly either eye or ear minded, but take 
in impressions almost equally well through 
either sense. These seem also to be the 
most normal minds, those that show few 
peculiarities and take up many different 
subjects equally well. 
The second thing discovered was that out 
of a first grade of eight pupils ALL to a 
greater or less extent were "sound" workers 
while in the higher grades the "sound" 
workers were comparatively few. The only 
upper grade which showed a large percent-
age of ear minded pupils being one com-
posed entirely of pupils from sixteen to 
twenty, whose early education had been 
neglected and who were now trying to make 
up for lost time. These as a class, got 61 
per cent of the words by sight and 72 per 
both in the Model school and in the public 
schools were tested. Five of the best read-
ers and five of the poorest were chosen from 
each grade and tested as before. Care was 
taken to ex<;:lude those who were imperfect 
in vision or health, and who in their other 
studies showed signs of mental incapacity. 


























A .,-er age of all 71 66 64 65 
grades 
Good readers strongly eyerninded, 25,: 
Poor " " " " " 6%% 
Good " " " earminded, 5% 
Poor " " 13½% 
From the above it will be observed that: 
1st. That good readers have somewhat 
better perceptive powers both of eye and 
ear than the poorer ones. There were how• 
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ever, some remarkable exceptions to this 
-~ule~ noticeably the 4th and 3d grades at 
the Lincoln school. 
2nd. That the good readers average 5 
per cent. more by sight than by sound, 
while the poor readers average more by 
sound than by sight. While this difference 
is suggestive, it is too small to be even a 
fair indication that the poor reading is a 
result of the '"sound" · mindedness. Here, 
however, the question arises which we hope 
to see discussed in the future: Are the bet-
ter readers apt to be ''sight" workers, and if 
so, is the reading a result of the eyeminded-
ness or the eyemindedness a result of the 
reading? 
3d. That there is a greater uniformity as 
we approach the higher grades, and greater 
differences in the lower. 
4th. That 25 per cent. of the good read-
ers are strongly eye minded and 5 per cent. 
strongly ear minded, leaving 70 per cent. 
who are not peculiar either way, while of 
the poor readers So per cent. lack any strong 
peculiarities of eye or ear. 
One of the most interesting features of 
the various tests was the mistakes which the 
pupils made. These often showed more 
nearly the tendencies than the correct words 
did, and also showed what disturbing ele-
the words mentally, one wa~ sure he did NOT' 
and the rest had pronounced some of them. 
All this work, however, can do no ~ore-
than to indicate interesting lines for future-
work. To each teacher it should suggest 
some similar test to shed light on some of 
her problems. In addition to the questions. 
already given the following are presented. 
for discussion and experiment. 
Should we endeavor to change the ear-
minded child into an eye-minded one, or-
vice versa? In other words, should we try-
to change the natural way of taking in inc.. 
formation? 
Is one sense, well trained, better for their · 
purpose than two? Can two be· trained as-; 
well as one? 
Should · our training be to perfect the-
good or develop the imperfect, or both? 
Does the use of both senses in one im~-
pressi~n blur or deepen that, impression? 
How can ear-minded pupils be best taught: 
to read? 
Acknowledgements are due to Supt. Parr-
and the teachers of the city schools for-
their kind co-operation in this work. 
A Study of . Children's Reading. 
BY H. W. SHROYER, '94, '96. 
ment had entered into the test. For in- This study was made in conformity with, 
stance one good reader wrote "pond" for the questions outlined in communication I.. 
"lake," and another "pan" for "pie," by from the child-study section of Chicago.. 
sound showing that they had retained them University. The questions asked were as. 
by association, while on the sight cards follows: 
"lake" was correctly given · and "pie" was I. What books have you read since 
omitted. One poor worker who was found school began last September? II. Which. 
to be a strong sight worker was reported by one did you like best? III. Why did yo1.1- , 
his teacher as having been at the beginning like that book? IV. What book have you, 
of the year almost unable to recognize sep- ever read that you liked better? V. What 
arate sounds at al!. Another wrote "ill" for book have you ever read that you d-id not, 
."hill," an "I" for "pie," by sound showing like? VI. Why did you not like it? , VII. 
that he caught only the last part of the If you were given money to buy a book you. 
word. had never read what kind of a book would 
An explanation of the equality in the yuu buy? 
higher grade's may possibly be found in the These questions were ·given to all pupils 
habit which many have formed of pronounc- in the Model school above the third grade 
ing words rapidly to themselves as they see and to pupils in the public schools of St. 
them, and so bringing the idea of the sound Cloud as follows: One Fourth grade, one 
to aid the sight. Some of the 8th grade Fifth grade, three Sixth grades, two Seventh 
while being tt:sted were observed to move grades and one Eighth grade. In all be-
their lips slightly, and upon being ques- tween 300 and 350 pupils were required ta, 
tioned five admitted that they pronounced answer the questions. I take this opportun-
r 
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ity of thanking Supt. Parr for his kindly 
.help in making this test in the public 
:schools. 
The work followed these questions strict-
1y, but it seems to me that in order to be of 
·value as data for generalization it needs 
·more confirmation than the pupil's mere 
:statement that 'he has read the book and 
liked it. For example: in my own school 
last winter I gave this test, and then, upon 
,consultation with the parents atterward, 
iound out that in two or three cases substi-
·:tutions or suppressions had been made. 
'One boy who said that he had read Little 
Women and liked it "because it was so very 
-interesting," had not read the book at all; 
!but had been violently interested in "Red-
.skin and Cowboy," and "Old Sleuth Detect-
,ive Stories," and would read nothing else. 
The same boy in answer to question VII. 
said that he would buy "James' Physiology." 
( H.,e had seen upon my study table the first 
-volume of James' Psychology.) 
Again, though we cannot expect pupils 
remember all they that they have read, I 
have noticed a greater tendency to "forget 
what books I've read" in the pupils who 
have a tendency to low and trashy litera-
i:ure. They knovr that such literature is not 
·the proper mental diet, and as a rule, do not 
want to be put upon record a~, reading it. 
The answer to the question, "What book 
-:did you like best," were of course quite 
·varied as the list given below · will §how. 
"The boys, however, usually prefering some-
i:hing exciting, or some story of great dar-
-ing and adventure. The girls do not like 
:anything of this sort but, prefer some such 
:a story Little Lord Fauntleroy, Elsie Books, 
-etc., some sweet, quaint, homelike story. 
The younger boys worship the Greek Gods 
~s ardently as e_ver an ancient Greek did, 
while the younger girls fairly revel in the 
fairy tale. With the boys the shading 
-grows deeper as the age increases till some 
-0f our fifceen-year-old boys cannot get a 
book which is exciting enough. The girl 
however seems to shade into the love story, 
those teeming with sentiment. This senti-
ment however must be very deftly concealed 
for when too plain she will despise it, and 
say she don't like it ' '.cause it's a love story." 
This is the general tendency in the pupils 
examined but of course our data are far too 
meager to make any general statements 
furth er than that this seems to be the tend-
ency. 
Though we can make no generalizations, 
this work can be of great value to the teach-
er in dealin g with individual cases. Take 
for example the following: The pupil, a 
boy, 8th grade, age 14 years. He had read 
"Camping in a Canoe," "Jed," "Harry Hay-
ward's Confession," "Tracked to Union Sta-
tion," "The James Boys in Court" and 
"Young People of America." He gave as 
the book he liked best "Two Little Con-
federates." (Not in his list of books read 
since Sept.;) did not like "Scarlet Letter," 
"because it was not interesting or exciting 
enough," and would buy, if given the money, 
"Redskin and Cowboy." 
What a wonderful opportunity tor good 
to the boy, society, and herself is given to 
the teacher of this grade by this revelation; 
and what shall we say of the 6th grade of 
twenty-seven members in which five re-
ported as not having read anything since 
last September! 
The answers to questions, why did you, 
or ,vhy did you not like the book? were not, 
upon the whole, satisfactory. This was 
especially true below the 7th grade. "Be-
cause it was interesting," "Because it was 
not interesting ," "It was no good," "It was 
too dry," etc., being most common. This 
shows, I think, that children can not be ex-
pected to be adepts enough in psychology 
to analyze their own minds. Of course there 
were some exceptional cases that gave very 
good reasons, others not. I will give a few 
samples· both pro and con: 
One little girl did not like Madcap Vio-
let, because it taught her no lesson. An-
other did not like A Terriple Secret, be-
cause it is a kind of a love story, and is 
silly. So many things happen in it that 
could not haprien in real life. Another 
liked "Uncle Tom's Cabin" because it treats 
niggers, and did not like "Miles Standish.' '. 
It was not lively enough. Again, a boy 
liked "Daniel Boone," but didn't like the U. 
I 
S. History, "because so many people got 
killec;! in the history." A 7th grade pupil 
liked Hypatia, because it gave him a clear 
view of early Christianity, and of _the politi-
/ 
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cal condition of the times it told about; but 
did not like Bret Hart's stories because 
they were so unnatural, overdrawn, dealt 
with a low class of people, and would make 
no one better for having read them. A 4th 
grade pupil liked "Bird's Christmas Carol," 
becase she liked Carol; but did not like 
"The Wonder Book," because the stories 
were not true. Another did not like the 
wonder book because stories were too long. 
A third because the print was too fine. 
. A girl liked Nicholas Nicolby because ot 
its true characters; but did not like "Elsie 
Densmore." "She was· TOO GOOD." "It was 
not true." "Such people do not live in real 
life." A boy liked "Peck's Bad Boy and 
his Dad," because he liked the boy. He 
did not like "Bird's Christmas Carol." "It 
was a baby Story." The same boy would 
buy "Peck's Bad Boy and the Grocer Man." 
A girl did not like "Little Women" because 
one of the girls did so many fool things, and 
married that Dutchman with the big whisk-
ers. About 98 per cent of the pupils re-
porting as having read Dickens did not like 
his work because too dry or they had to 
read too much to get anything out of it. 
Now it will be noted that all of the pupils 
spoken of so far are members of graded 
systems of schools, and have had more or 
less intelligent direction in the way of read-
ing matter. Another · class of pupils with 
whom we have to deal in the Normal school, 
and in the graded schools of the smaller 
towns, and villages, is the pupil from the 
district school who has had practicaHy NO op-
portunity to read anything. He can probably 
go to school three or four months in the 
year, and in that time probably reads a few 
lessons in the fourth or fifth reader. When 
the boy has reached the age of 18 or 20 he 
generally does one of two things: stops 
schnol or comes to town in the winter and 
goes to school a tew months. The follow-
ing case will serv·e to illustrate the n;sult: 
The pupil a boy; age· 20 years. Has been 
three month in attendance in the Model 
school in the Normal, and during that time 
he has been put through a series of lessons 
in literature and plant and animal studies in 
connection with his regular work. The fol-
lowing is a verbatim copy of his answers to 
the questions of this test: 
I. The book of ouer own countary and 
History, fourt reader, rithmetic, Geography .. 
Physiology, sacepetion. 
II. I love tne best were I learn the most. 
in it. such like geography rithmetic and: 
spelling. 
III. Because it is necessary for a parson, 
to now rithmetic that is the reason why I 
like it is importain to know this. 
IV. I like these books were we can find 
something importain in it. but nothing about. 
enamil and trees . 
V. There is a book about enamals and: 
trees. 
VI. Because it is not necessary to know· 
all about enimals and trees. 
VII . If I would buy me books I would 
buy me all what were necessary to have •. 
not like hear in school were have to look it 
all up some were els. 
Now let us not smile at this poor boy's. 
mistakes. It is the result of circumstances. 
over which he had no control. He had 
grown up without becoming acquainted with. 
books. · A class of this kind will HATE any• 
thing in the shape of literature, and it is. 
difficult to get them interested in it. They 
seem to have passed the age in which chil-
dren are naturally led to take interest in 
such things. They can see the practical_ 
value of arithmetic, spelling and geography, 
but cannot see the beauties of literature; it 
seems as if it must be a closed volume to, 
them. Another boy of the same class told. 
me t'1at he had never in his life read a book · 
that he liked. 
Here is the disease. Now what is the·· 
remedy? For these boys the case seems to. 
be almost hopeless. But the teachers, par-
ents and schooJ boards of the district 
schools can prevent this being repeated in 
younger generation by furnishing better 
books, and it seems to me that one of the 
duties which will grow out of intelligent: 
child study on the part of the teachers. 
should be to see that no stone is left un-
turned in this matter of reading work. The-
teacher who does not do this is guilty of 
criminal neglect ot duty. 
That something may be done if the pupil 
is taken when younger is, in part at least,. 
demonstrated by a case in one 9f the 6th 
grades of our public schools. The boy .. 
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whose age is about I 5 years, has heretofore 
attended a private school, and had no inter-
est in reading. As the teacher had request-
ed that each pupil read at least one good 
book during the winter, he had read "The 
Drummer Boy." He said that he l{ked 
to read that book. He had read the third 
reader before coming to school and didn't 
like it because it was not interesting; and 
. would buy, if given the money, "Robinson 
Crusoe." Now, I have no doubt that his 
teacher, who is quick to catch at such an 
opportunity, will, by guiding him in his 
choice of books, fan the spark of interest 
kindled by "The Drummer Boy" into a de-
vouring flame, which will burn over a gr_eat 
area of the world's best literature. 
The answer to question VII. in general 
went to verify the class of literature liked, 
and named in answer to question II. There 
were some exceptional cases-but very few. 
A large number of the smaller children did 
not know what book they would like, but 
would look them over and take the one that. 
looked the most interesting. In a number 
of cases however I think that the book 
named was one the pupil had heard men-
tioned but had no idea of its nature. One 
littl e girl sa:id to her teacher that that was 
was not the book she- would buy, but she 
couldn't think of the name of the one she 
wanted. 
Below is given a list of the books read by 
the Sixth grade of the Union school, St. 
Cloud. The pupils of this school all come 
from the middle and upper class of citizens, 
and it will be of interest to many, no doubt, 
to compare this list with that of the 6th 
grade in one of the Chicago schools given 
in the April, '96, number of the Child-Study 
Monthly. Especially notice the difference 
in the books preferr ed by the girls: 
BOYS' LIST. 
Erling the Bold 2. 
The Missing Million 
Tales from Shakespeare 4 
Opening an Oyster 2 
Jed 3 · 
What a Boy Saw in the 
Army 
ScoUish ('biefs 
Life of Frank and Jessie 
James 3, -!'l 
Boys of '76 4 
Neal the Miller 2 
'l'he Black Arrow 
Bonnie Prince Charlie 
The Sailor Boy 
Tnrougb the Fray 2 
The Lion of St. Mark 2 
In Freedom's Cause *1 
Life of P. 'l'. Barnum 
GIRLS' LIS'r. 
Five Littl e Peppers 10 
Little Eord Fauntleroy 12, 
*2 
Flipwing the Spy 8, *1 
Timothy's Quest 11, *3 
Boys of Greenway Court 
10 *2 
The D~ummn hoy 3. *1 
The Land of Pluck 6 
Qneer J ittle People 4, *2 
Little Wom en 13. *l 
Children of the Cold 7 
Gulliver's T'ravels- 3, *1 
The Four llfoNicols 5 
Toby Tyler 9 
Mr. Stobbs' Brother 7 
Alice in Wonderland 3, t2 
Black Beanty 7' *2 
Our Country *1 
IlOYd' LIST GIRLS' LIST, 1 
The Bravest of the Brave Sara Crewe 5, *l r--. 
'.rwo Little Confederates 7, 'Tales from Shakespeare tl 
*1, "(2 Robinson Grusoe 7, *l 
·The Spy 5, *2 Little :vliss Peggy 
New Er.gland Stories Uncle Tom's Cabin 7 1 .r 
Life of Washington Little Men 2 ,_,,,' 
The Swamp Angels Hans Anderson's Fai,rry,.i 
'rbe Children of the Cold f'I, 1'ales 5 , ·, •l 
*1. H Aunt ·Joe's Scrnp Bagl3 
'l'orn, Dick and Harry A Flock of Girl• -,i J.,5{ 
The Four Mc!Sicols 2 What Katv Did, 3 vols:-;d'i, 
Fishing Jimmy -tl Crowded o·ut of Crowfield' 
J ennie's Boardi.nl): House Lad y Jane 2, *1 '- · Ii l 
Fairport Nine 3, *1 Hans Brinker 4. *~ ;.[, ·~I t., 
Toby Tyler 10, *3 Littl e Saint Elizabeth' , R-H 
'l'be Drummer Boy 4, *2 Dab Kinzer -, , ·I > 
An Jsland Story 'l1heBird 's Christmlrs·Car.612 
Li t tle Lord Fanntleroy Fairport Nine 3 , ,·;",' ·T 
The Heart of Boy Little Smoke , ·,u 
'rhe Buvs of Greenway Treasure Island -c t : •E 
Coui'.t 6 The Silver Skates •r ·<T 
Hans Brinker Count of the Srux.b hShormi2 
Condemned as a Nihilist 2 Washington (Fiske's) 2 
Hoosier School Master · Boys of ' 76 3 , ;f!. . , : 
Ro\,in so n Crusoe 4 '.rwo Little Coulederates 6 
Gulliver 's 'rrave]s 3, "fl Mii.;t.ress and :h-,tAjd -~- .. . r 
Mr. Stub h's Brother 8 The Head of tlte' Farriily 
Story of Roland 3i *2 Tom Sa\vverr2 .. ,. j · cf 
Stor_v or a Bad Boy 5 Repented at 'Lei Rh'i'e -tl: '· · 
Black Beauty 3 Arabian Nights 2 
Boy T1·avelers in China and The Spy 4 
J a pan 2. *1 Jack the Gj;li.nt Killer 3 
History of England Boy Travele rs in South 
An Ad venture iu Thule America 3 
Fra-nk Merrivill's Medal Child Life,3 
.rack the Giant Killer Little Men 3 , * 1 ~~~s~~~1:r~ollauct tl ~ri:d~irif.Slia~Ldlsh 2\ tl 
Boy Travelers in Mexico David C0pger_f\eld 
Sparrow the Tramp 3, t2 Among t:he _CampS" ' ~-" I 
20,000 Leagues Under the The Su_1g1_y South • -
Sea Betty A/lldeii 8 /{'2 :J • · ·o·. 
t;~~r,!~Ji~v~s Poems ~~dofJ'.¥<~ hio'nectJGfr!'J I. 
Hoosier Schoo l Boy Tra,~els i \1 .,r~j,an and G,l!.i'la 
'l'h e World by the Fireside Jessie<Wetls' f, '·, " '•" 
Wi t h Wnlfe in Canada 4 The A;1i111als of the World 
Count of the Saxon Shore TheJs't'oryAif'Giifrist : :-r · 
5tory of :Siegfried. .Jat1,ane.is,e Fail:_f 'J-',.!11,e• ,·-J 
Uncle Tom's Ca bin Blue Fmr;i,l Book l v 
Ivanhoe W1ith: ,.Wo} fe- in. ,C<;i r,ia9.a , 
F"cing Death A 'Weel, Lat SarMoiaJtl 
Arahia,n Nii,:h ts 2 El'.§-1~ .Dellf,myr<;. *. 1_ _,, 
Land of Pluck 2 A'. -LittJeJ€o n-ntry, G'.1r-J. ., .r 
Adventures of Dick Orns- Nfjl;)ic;'s Chl'i~i;x9~ s Eve . · 0 low 2 *l ;Tel:f *l: J d' ~, )J '.Jl '...,f', 
Li ttle Srn~ke Q)lr;ist:v,' s ·Ol<l O1:&"an. 
Bruin (1'1\.e~1irti sier '.s F>a'i:Jgh1jer r; 
~~~~\ Fables ) ~m~iVr,t{~Re::.F l miYy ~;,,f 
Peck's Bad Boy .Bp.by (l11:..wi:idiJ..la,b.y Gf ey 
India d~ "Losi)'J'.)Hi 5')!L il'J :,iJ(J 
Under Orders *l TIJ.e Bnj:f,alo ;E;Innt , , 
Walrnla, _ ':IIJ J esliitli's' 'Fii·s-t Ji fli,3/er ::f 1 
Crys tal .T& ck & Co .JJ;:) B,e,ar·"otiw,f-~n ·vJt1.e11, I,_,1 l Dab Kinzer 2 Re " 1-" 
Quartett.e ·, c , ,.'.rJ1e, J.Jitt!e Sll,an :9. ,y ~ , ; 
Dor_ymates -11 :J ' Sr.rb'ctnbles1:for Ynnng E(yes 
Derrick Sterling O d ,/ l.'!J,'}],\~h.o,ol _vi~4& .• JF' , ,, , Redskin and Cowbov · Paul ttnd 'V1rg1-ma .., J 
Elm Islanda.nd_6 otllerv;PlEJ:,r 1r!A..~µdi.'1'/i n.,~Fi1r\y~ { 1 1, r· Boy rrravelers In s . A. .. 1 ~ ml tfie~M1-llf.'l'1 • .. 
" " " Africa · _ W--JW t\er 'f',.~oems 
Five Little Peppers a~tllT S ·u.'ongf<lllb ,v s P6efu' EI~ ; : '. t 
bow they Grew f'OiJfl'.)_~ D.J"D S', J'10J)llS ,, ,,,._, u··· •r . ·vv-c T \vie,\ ve--Gfrls· • " • 
OJ , fcJf, Etji,.th ;s, Rurgl{lt: ff' 1 ,h,. ::i • ' l'r'n'tle'r. tl, 'J1;1-11acs , , J 
'YI 0) ~.b i1tttl~~ffe~r6\~e 's-£fnfPdaiy, 
Opening t lwJlhes.t ,5111-t Su-rr 
Ben Hur *1· ,:-0 J • ) rf1 ...,, 
'.'i fE ocPiJA lfA 'TftiN, [ U ~: '! 1", I 1- 0 ri/-\ 
Numbers indicate1t/1e IJ._,ljfffl"f.,OJ l!PP# · \aviw.~ J. P.j<i/139:~k_s. 
*Indicates books preferred . 
tlndicatesbooksri-O"ti!ikea. ~r.:J~r:-:;., ~(1 /.i: 1 ·i .i-'.C\.f 
Books not.<)l,i,kee:\Jbht- ;i·t3a:d :Jp,i;ior iit,'0•·1 .Se,p>t. 
r, 1895, were, y:.:,Q .L1•r.' :,rli t · .;'I j 1, 
BoYk'.!)d U 1t u • ~ rr o::. ~L l: f · GI RL'S . . r. . ~ 21 
Flipwingthe,SpyiT ,oi)'.)')'1 P e~k '.s!Badffl,oy _ ,, ;- ',,i 
Hoosier School ll{aster Little Lord F_auutleroy 
ff'; [>[j£ ,rro·j ;ll_I~art: an-d-Ha_n(I " [ •' ,; 
No. of bo_ys jn, ~~et,r~~~• (!· '\:{nN~~-, p l, g_il;',s, ; nj ~d'de'. ?,; ; 
average age a bout '!2¼ years. . 
In ansJ~r fcfl l{e qu1:!sbj6n :ulmj'. p you I w'e'ie 
given rH~J y tor,buy<l b'oHR: yoi:1: ftila ~,n:e;er 
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read, what book would you buy?" they gave 
the following list: 
BOYS' LTST. 
London Burned 
Coo1,er 's Works 
Longfellow's Works 
'I'our of the World in 80 
Days 
R o binson C: rusoe 
Against Hea-.:y Odds 
Boy TrA.ve1ers in S. A. 
Timothy's Quest 
A Lucky Mis hap 
Baldwins 
Children of the Cold 
Under the Lilacs 
Tales from 8hukespeare 
Land of Pluck 
Ben Bur 
The Boy Travelers 
St<_>ry of Roland 
GIRLS' LIST. 
Lady ,Jane 
'l.'wo Little c,,nfe,lerates 2 
Five Little !'eppers 
Little Meg's Childre n 
Motherless Maud a 
Boys of '76 
Black Beauty 
Sa.ra Cr ewe 
Boys of Greenway Court 8 
Mr. Stubbs' Brother 
Uncle 'l'om's Cabin 
Little Lord Fauntleroy 
Hoosier Sc hool Master 
Longfellow's Poems 
II would have been very interesting to 
have given a lis t of all grades looked over, 
but time and space will not permit. 
Results of Child Study. 
BY ISABEL LAWRENCE. 
If child study could prese nf no reliab 0le 
results, its promise as a scientific movement 
would be in no wise discredited for it is a 
mere baby not twenty years old. However, 
this is an age of accelerated progress and 
truths enough have already been discovered 
to profoundly influence pedagogy. Even 
the partly-established truths of child study 
are a thousand times more reliable data for 
the teacher than the theories evolved from 
a priori philosophy, heretofore the only 
basis of educational doctrine. 
Indeed th~ first result of this movement 
has been upon the science of education it-
self. It has quietly came to pass during the 
last few years that we listen less and less to 
the great educator who has_ evolved what 
and how the little child shall learn, out of 
the grand and empty aim of educatio-n. He 
who engages our attention now, must pre-
sent methods applicable to the actual con-
•dition of children as discovered by scientific 
child study. 
Another result is upon the large body of 
teachers who have become interested. The 
possibility ot assisting in the great search 
for truth, has dignified the work of the low-
liest teacher in the land. D eeper sympathy 
with children has come· with better compre-
hension of their needs. There may be 
quarrels over correlation, and interest, and 
will, but there are no dissenting voices in re-
gard to child study,. News of progress 
along the line must be had. Educational 
books are read, and educational conventions 
attended more universally than ever before. 
It is not easy to enumerate all that child 
study has really accomplished for humanity, 
or all the truths discovered which must 
change existing methods of training chi!- · 
dren. Enough may be given to show the 
necessity of keeping ourselves acquainted 
with this work. 
r. Child study has called attention to the 
senses of children. It has discovered that 
there are · unsuspected cases of defective 
sight and hearing in all our schools. It has 
discovered among our pupils mouth-breath-
ers who need treatment of the nose, if the 
blood is not to be vitiated and if deafness 
and other ills , including a dulle d intellec t, 
are not to follow. We have called these 
children stupid, idiotic or rebellious. We 
have punished them unjustly, ruining moral 
character as well as intellect. But, thanks 
to child study, 1t will be criminal negligence 
if you and I go on longer with our schools 
with,out testing this matter. The children 
already saved to intelligence and society 
through this movement are worth all it has 
cost. 
References-Risley: Defective Vision. Ed. Rev. Vol. 
III, No. 1. 
. Wiltse. Sound Blindness. Proceedings of N. E. A. 
at Nashville, 1889. 
Percy: Causes of Deafness in School Children. 
Child Study Monthly, Oct. '95. 
Krohn: Practical Child Study. How to Begin. 
Child Study Monthly, Dec. '95. 
There is a gradual development of nerv-
ous centres from brain to trunk, from trunk 
to limbs and so gradually reaching the ex-
trem1t1es. Thus the power of delicate co-
ordinated movements of fingers or vocal 
chords, represents a high stage of nervous 
development not reached in our lower pri-
mary grades. Nervous disease has been 
proved to result from demanding delicate 
finger work from young children. 
Thi~ disco.very comes just when the ten-
dency is to introduce into primary grades 
the occupations of the kindergarten, the 
very ones which demand most delicate ma-
nipulation, sewing, weaving, moulding, etc. 
Beautitully formed letters in writing, and 
careful drawing, and paper cutting and past-
ing are now considered necessary m good 
first and second grade work. 
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Must not the kindergarten and primary 
make radical changes here? The time is 
near when exhibits of the fine finger work of 
little children will indicate not the success 
but the criminal ignorance of the teacher. 
Large black board w_riting and kindergarten 
material greatly enlarged in size will be in-
troduced. 
References-Crichton Browne: The Nervous System 
and Education . J. & A. Irmchell, London. 
Hancock: Relation of Strength to Flexibility in 
Hands of Men and Children. Ped. Sem., Oct. '95. 
Burnham: Child Study as a Basis of Pej,agogy. 
Proceedings ofN. E. A., Chicago, '93; page 718. 
Warner: Mental Faculty. McMillan Co. 
Warner: Muscular Movements in Man. Journal of 
Mental Science, 1889. 
Warner: Children and How to Study Them. 
School Education Co. 
Bryan: Dev_elopment of Voluntary Motor Ability. 
Journal of Psychology, Vol. V, No. 2. 
Barnes: Children's Drawings. Ped. Sem., Vol. III, 
No. 3. 
Patrick: Is Child Study ·Practical to the Teacher? 
Proceedings N. E. A., Denver, '96. 
3. The study of fatigue and the applica-
tion of fatigue tests will doubtless material-
ly alter our programmes. 
Sitting still for long periods in primary 
classes and examinations over an hour in 
length even for high school pupils should 
be relegated to the past. 
References-Burgenstein: Fatigue of the School 
Lesson Hours. Die-Arbeits-Curve einer Schulstunde. 
.Vortrag von Dr. Leo Burgenstein. 
Holmes: The Fatigue of a School Hour. Ped. Sem., 
Oct. '95. 
4. Different parts ot the body develop at 
different tim es. The highest degree of skill 
in the use of an organ can often be acquired 
only during the period of growth. 
A corollary from this law is that if we are 
trying to train an organ not ready for de-
velopment, while we neglect one which is, 
we do double injury. 
Manual training and the study of language 
are cases where the right time in the child's 
life should be seized or the opportunity will 
be lost for the best development. 
Times of physical growth are also times 
of mental growth in acquisition though not 
in systematization. 
The teacher needs to study the interests 
of the child, to kn·ow when the opportunity 
arrives to teach the subject 
References-Donaldson: Growth in Relation to 
Training. Handbook Ill. Society for Child Study. 
5. The measurements of the brain have 
proved that there are periods of growth and 
periods of retardation during school life. 
Says Vierordt, "The average weight of a 
boy's brain at 13, is 1487 grains, while at 14, 
it only weighs about 1300 g-rains." 
Our courses of study proceed without 
taking account of this. There is a regular 
increase in the difficulty of lessons and in 
the number of hours spent upon school 
work, from the first grade through the high 
school. Surely this is . unscientific. It means 
loss of health or permanent distaste for 
study incurred by many a girl or boy, just 
at the most critical period of life. 
.References-The Growth of Brain. $1.25. School 
Education Co. 
Vierordt: (Archiv fur Anatomie and Physiologie). 
Band, 1890.) · 
6. The child repeats in himself the his-
tory of the race. 
Studies of embryology on the physical 
side, studies of fears and hopes of children 
by Dr. Hall, studies of children's lies, of 
pubescence, Earl Barnes' studies of ideas of 
punishment and of religion, all contribute to 
establish the above truth which was foreseen 
long ago by Goethe and Herbart. 
The order of studying history in the 
grades depends on this principle, and our 
whole course of study is affected by it. 
The principle shows us that the child is 
not a miniature adult. Characteristics will 
develop, and change. and disappear at dif-
fer ent periods as he grows up in healthy 
fashion. It is dangerous to trust the train-
ing of a child to one wh0 does not appre-
ciate this truth. 
References-Barnes: Theological Life of Calif. Child. 
Proceedings N. E. A., Chicago, 1893, page 765. 
Barnes: Punishments as Seen by Children. Pro-
ceedings N. E. A., Denver, 1895 , page 914-. 
Dr. Hall: The Study of Children's Lies. 
Burnham: Study of Adolescence, 
Dr. Hall: Moral and Religious Training of Child-
ren. Princeton Rev., 18S0. 
7. Earl Barnes has made a decided con-
tribution to the results of child study in his 
determination of what properties of objects 
first interest children. 
USE precedes color, _form, and size. The 
interests of the child are best appealed to 
by making the use of the object or its parts, 
the main element in teaching it. Color, 
form; and size become accessory to use. 
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8. The study of perception through eye, 
ear, and action has developed the fact that 
many individuals are better equipped 
for taking in impressions through one of 
these avenues than through the others. 
This will have an important bearing on 
teaching language. 
References-Bryan: Eye and Ear-mindedness. Pro-
·ceedings ofN. E. A., Chicago, page 779. 
Balliet: Some Association Tracks in Heading and 
Spelling. Proceedings ofN. E. A., Chicago, page 756 
Granville: The Secret of a Good Memory. D. Loth-
rop & Co. 
There are two results of child study false-
ly so called, greatly to be deprecatt:d. 
1. The fuss and enthusiasm which froths 
itself away without result instead of quietly 
and patiently working at the problem, is a 
discredit to the genuine work. This will 
•exist wherever there are teachers anxious to 
rise into prominence on the tidal wave of 
the new movement. 
5. Place of the Story in Education. 50 . cents. 
Miss Wiltse. Kin. Lit. Co., Chicago. 
6. Beckonings of Little Hands . School Education 
Co. 
7. · Infant Mind. Senses and .Will. Development 
of Mind in the Child . Preyer. Each $1. D. Apple-
ton & Co. 
8. Mental Development. J . Mark Baldwin. $::l.80. 
Macmillan E Co. · 
7 and 8 are for more serious reading and will take. 
time and study. The last has a valuable study of 
imitation, and discusses in a scientific fashion the cor-
respondence in the development of the child and the 
race. 
9. Tracy's Psychology of Childhood. Prof Barnes 
uses this for text book at Leland Stanford University. 
90 cents. School Education Co. 
10. The Child and Childhood of Folkthought. 
Chamberlain, $3. School Education ro. 
11. The First Two Years of the Child . Miss Shinn. · 
Proceedings N. E. A.., Chicago, page 773. 
12. Study of Children's Vocabularies. Kansas 
City Report of Public Schools, '87-'88. 
13. Studies of Childhood by James Sully. Popular 
Science Monthly, '94, '95 and '96 . 
14. School Education !~sues a Child Study number 
this summer. 
2. Labeling individual children selfish, 
lazy, persevering, or angelic is not child 
study. Such a record passed on to the next 
teacher does harm. I would rather any fate 
would befall any little friend of mine than 
that he should pass his school life under the 
incubus of such a label. This is 1usf what 
teachers have too often done in the past; • 
15. Earl Barnes will publish a series of ten articles 
compl'ising the work done at Leland Stanford Uni-
versity for the last five years. The series will begin 
in August, '96. 
A Study of Irrelevant Questions. 
labeled a child dull, and neglected him; bad BY LULU M, SEESE, '96. 
and punished him; lazy, and driven him. These questions are reported by practice 
Happy was the child if some sympathetic teachers now at work in the Model school. 
teacher arrived who refused to consider him They are, with one exception, actual cases 
under any such label, but recognized him happening within the past week. Many of 
simply as an imperfect child to be developed them could be classified under the same 
through intelligent means. heading. A specimen of each different 
It will be necesssry to read inuch on the type is given. 
·subject, if one is to keep pace with the child Question I. In the A reading class of the 
study movement, so a list of books and first grade the children were apparently pay-
periodicals may prove helpful. A list of ing good attention to the lesson. One little 
nearly 250 titles well-classified is printed in boy raised his hand and said, "What animal 
Hand book of the Illinois society for child are we going to study about tomorrow?" 
.s!M~~ W~ r:9,,5,·. Such questions are common. The child 
l. The C~ild Study Monj:hly, $1 yearly, Werner showed interest in a line o f work not con-
'Co., Chi,cago, is one 1of the first ne.cessaries if one nected with that in hand His thoughts had -rr<,_, JJ•,u,::., .; I) r. J ,'ff! ,,11 ,-:'.Jll !Lu . • 
woula kpow wnatrs go\ng on at prese,nt. ff f I I d 
2 .dTfi'e l'~dl::igolgicflP S'eihrJi\.ry; edited ClJ'y!l§'i!JHfJy ·n!~ o rom t 1_e esson, an gone to some-
li-aH,'..i~VbrcJs1e1r 1Mta-ssC/1c◊s1:!l f~ p'f!r ' v<'>'lhime,ffl '.f-.lli's fi t1} p}f r?M, he liked better. 
is very valuable. .r.::nb'i : , ,:,:.., 1<;Jrri ·t;.-1 ,i (2 uesfion II. In the Seventh grade his-
,3 11'l'ra1 s,actions 0of rt1.' e , 11nnots- Socie.t~ , fw f; l:l"ild to. ry class th. e lesson .. wa~ stopned to wait for 
'J • ri?. T L .. ,, t:t' r/1 01 ✓-- c_i ...... J,..) ..._~ C...J ~1~J·1 :J uf •--;(11 ·,i>JJ!r-' OJ r-:fi'J::; ff -
St11dy,. Yf! },,Nos. 1,,2, ,3.,and 1>,~? ,C~f\ti3 eac ; c~P~, ;twQ. puP,t s and the t eacher sa1cl that they 
2°anJl 4 'b"f!fh~sej?irt-~ the'm1cisr \,afuable~ ;, ~riterr. '( fl !JdU(/<Iu 'Jftl w,uw v1on;.l(Jj ,f> l':'r1.). ,, • 
S ,,.'-'' <B6-t k. ·r.0- r r<ai.-l o •., ,iJ iu ..J ;, :J, 1., r·i;,i r·, ·1<' could not do two 1th1n.g$ at jthe sam(:! time. e 110Ui O \....""U . , ~\..:'IJlCclgu... . ' r · . . . '.>!' ..rf.J ~ :Jf"l L J t, _;j f) ;.,~T /1'1'11 ) 
, ,4 ) Al-.Stud;yi o;!i [(Olfiild, Nlattfr~. 1Bi-1za!~th HtfrF.ii;onU A..n°th'r/: r:.,fjU m 1iIWHR~dtaJ;s~r r; flM ~1!..')r:'.);'t1~K 
-$1. Kiy ~ il;,il, jC~,,c,G~~,gp._; t. V.ud '.X,; ~ ; ) nf; 'rrnu' 7an'.tz}J!A2cl.~rrt? ~~I thw.&~ .Rt JiijA,:f~iji,ffi!'! t1mirr?{.;T 
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This was a case where the child asked an On summing up the types of irrelevant 
idle question which had nothing to do with questions given here, we find: 
-the lesson. He was wasting the time of the r. One in which the child asks a ques-
dass. There was no interest shown here, as tion which is the outgrowth .of something 
-the pupil asked the question in order that which is not in the line of his work, but 
he might escape reciting. something in which he has become intense-
Question llI. In taking up trade winds ly interested. 
the pupil aaked, "Shall we have them in our 2. A question prompted by a desire on 
-examination?" Here again is a revelation the part of the pupil to attract the attention 
to the teacher of where the real interest of of teacher and pupils to himself. 
·the child lies, and what motive he has fqr 3. The chi ld working from an external 
paying attention at all. The pupil may be" motive was, to outward appearance, absorbed 
acquiring what Dewey calls "divided atten- in his work, while his inner nature was fol-
-tion. " "If the teacher," says Dewey, " is lowing out its own suggestions, either of 
:skillful and wide awake, if she is what is past or present experiences. 
termed a g·ood disciplinarian, the child will 4. A question which is irrelevant, because 
indeed learn to keep his senses intent in the child, in using apperceptive material, 
-certain ways, but he will also learn to direct has gotten lost in it . 
the fruitful imagery which constitutes the 5. A question due to childish inability to 
·value of what is before his senses, in totally resist outside suggestion . 
-different directions." Questions like I and 4 should be wel-
In the physical culture exercises when corned by the teacher under certain con-
pupils were tracing the vertica l line, a boy ditions. They show just where that "real" 
interest of the child lies. :spied a twig covered with pussy- willows. 
He immediately asked. "How long will Questions like 5, need not disturb her, 
·those buds remain 011 the twig ?" His in- if the tendency is being gradually outgrown. 
Q uestions 2 and : are ones which show terest was aroused by the sight ·of the twig. ·' 
Thl·s ·s a I t h ·t · an unfortunate state of affairs. The teacher 1 case w 1ere e pup1 1s very young 
.and automatically respo nd s to outside sug- of the class needs to study the pupils care-
:gestion. fully in order to guide them to better habits 
of attention. 
Question V. A class of First grade chil-
In every case the value of a study of 
-dren were taken yesterday, by their teacher, 
irrelevant questions is evident. It will often 
to visit the hill on Tenth street, and the 
reveal to the teacher where the real inter-
ravine below Fourth street, for the purpose ests of the children are, show her whether 
-of studying slopes. Today, the children 
listened to a reading from th~ "Seven Little she is cultivating divided attention or not, 
Sisters," about Jeannette, the little Moun-
·tain Maiden. When the mountain-climb-
ing is described, a little boy who is often 
inattentive to reading, interrupts the teach-
er with, "Didn't I get ahead of you?" He 
reters to his climbing the side of the ravine 
with his teacher. This question thought-
fully considered, indicates that the child is 
-occupied in b1Jilding the picture of the story, 
and that the apperceptive material used to 
form his image is the experience of the day 
before, when he visited the ravine. The 
teacher should be highly g ratifi ed with the 
proof of his attention, while she should re-
cognize the fact that he is lost in the ex-
perience of the previous day, and needs 
recalling to the story. 
and give valuable hints to guide her work. 
After brief consideration recently it was 
thought to be expedient to discontinue the 
meetings of the Debating Society for this 
year, and to this decision there were only a 
few dissenting voices. Base ball playing is 
better suited to the tastes of the society 
than the confinement necessary for the pur-
suit of the more quiet and bookish amuse-
ments of debates. The society apparently 
was overcome by the charm of the beautiful 
season of spring and was at an ungU:arded 
moment deprived of the extraordinary per-
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severance and tenacity of purpose which 
have heretofore always characterized their 
efforts for the society, but it surely ought 
to be gratifying to them to know that they 
have been highly successful. But let us 
offer a well meaning and friendly sugges-
tion: It should be borne in mind that in-
clination to books and studiousness have 
almost invariably been common to the lives 
of all thos~ who have received truly great 
renown in the world. And when it comes 
to a resu lt of ruthle~sly abandoning: a par-
ticularly valuable opportunity for intellec-
tual education for that of base ball, it is an 
easy inference that 'the matter was not 
properly weighed and too hastily dismissed. 
The program of the Literary Society for 
the evening of April 23, was .as follows: 
I. Music by orchestra. 
2. Remarks by Dr. Magnusson. 
3. Reading by Prof. Mitchell. 
4. Flute solo by G. A. Young. 
5. Talk on Phrenology by Albert Kien-
holz. 
6. Song, "We Silently Steal Away," by 
Quartette. 
At the last meeting of this school year, 
May 22, J. 0. Grove was elected president, 
Miss Rose Arnold, vice president, and 0. 
Grenda&!, secretary. 
A Letter to the Alumni. 
DEAR ALUMNI: Our loyalty to ourselves 
and the institution that has fostered us, de-
mands that we again revive our Alumni As-
sociation. In order that we shall be 
able to attend without interfering with our· 
work in city schools it is deemed best to 
have the meeting in the fall. The meeting · 
has been called for Sept. 3, 1896, at the 
Normal School. We have usually held our· 
meeting during graduation week and it has. 
of necessity been subordinated to other-
features of the occasion. Guests from out-
side the city could not secure the attention-. 
which the interest evinced by their attend-
ance merited. Hence the change ,which 
will give better opportunity for renewing-
old acquaintances and formin g new ones,_ 
than has been possible heretofore. 
It is also our purpose to add new features. 
among which a pedagogical round table is. 
proposed. Especial attention is invited to-
the results of Child Study, recorded in the-
current number of this · paper. It is sug--
gested that we make this topic the point to-
ward which, a part at least, of our discussion_ 
shall be directed . Papers will be read,_ 
speeches made, and a generai discussion. 
entered into by alumni of the school, among-
whom are numbered county superintend--
ents, prominent t eachers, members of school 
boards, and professional men outside the 
teaching fraterni ty. 
The usual banquet will be given and a. 
social of the old time jolly kind. Come pre-
pared to say something in a professional 
way, come prepared to do justice to our-
banquet. Come prepared to tell a story or-




A meeting of the Alumni of th e St. Cloud 
Normal school has been called to meet at 
in any store but ours, will buy an amount of goods 
represented by this line: 
Your Dollar 
In our establishment its purchasing power is after 
this order: 
The moral is obvious. 
. . . 
Dry Goods, Notions , J, • l f ; 1 c' , i-1 t1 s. 
Agents for Butterick's Patterns and Delineators. 
,---
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the Normal Hall, St. Cloud, September 3, 
1896. It has been suggested that every 
member write a letter to the corresponding 
·secretary pro tern. whether they can be 
present or not. These letters will be placed 
·at the disposal of visiting members and will 
·be very interesting reading for friends who 
·have lost track of you. It will also give an 
idea of the number of members who will be 
·present. Let every one make an effort to 
i.be present. · ERWJN W. ATWOOD, 
Cor. Sec'y pro tern. 
diplomas endorsed, should make application 
for endorsement at once,-if they have uot 
not already done so,-in orc!er that their 
cases may be brought before the Board of 
Normal School Presidents at as early a date 
as possible. • 
The closing of th<-'. year was largely spent 
in the observation of out door life. The 
children are familiar with many of the birds 
and their habits and also many of the wild 
flowers. Much time has been spent out of 
The Advanced Course. doors, visiting different flower gardens, and 
Many of our Alumni have the Elementary chicken yards . The window boxes belong-
Diploma and wish to earn the Advanced ing to individual chil'dren were carefully 
Diploma-which now means two years' tended and at the end of the year were 
-work, with or without Latin. Some of this taken, together with the plants belonging 
work may be "made up" at home. · We to the Kindergarten as 3. whole, to the home 
hope that all ambitious teachers will take of one of the children for the summer. 
:advantage of this and go right to work. In The Tuesday of commencement week was 
the NoRMAEIA will appear in every issue out- called "Kindergarten Day." The hand work 
lines, notes, questions, answers and direc- done by the children during the year was 
·tions on this work by the teachers of the mounted in books and open for the inspec-
:severa l subjects. This will be of immense tion of the visitors. 
·value to the stud ent away from school, as The children of the Kindergarten planted 
,he can both find out what the teachers of a vine just outside one of their windows on 
the Normal expect of him. and also get help Arbor Day. . 
-on knotty topics. The N 0RMALIA solicits In the fall a quantity of milkweed seeds 
,questions and other communications on the had been gathered and the children were 
:subjects in question from students "in ab- promised that the janitor would "make a 
sentia." bed" in which to plant them. One day when 
Endorsement of Diplomas. 
All graduates of the St. Cloud Normal 
School, who have taught two years or more, 
and who are therefore entitled to have their 
starting out for the morning walk, they dis-
covered an old green covered lounge which 
had been taken out of one of the dressing 
rooms for a much needed cleaning and one 
of the children exclaime_d with glee-"Oh'! 
there's the bed, there's the bed." 
~F o!~~os~!.r:.£:s: ~ooo WORKMANSHIP ~l~ 
and prices that will defy compitition from home tailors, you will order your suits from ,::, A\ CJ 
_ _c...U.1L- --------- ---~-----------------------~ -c_ _ __ ~ 
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T. D. M_\XSON & CO., 
Ill .. CASH GROCERS, 
sos "ST. GERMAIN ST. 
Our prices are a panacea for bard 
times. Fruits, Confections, Canned 
goods, general and st~ple gro~er-
ies, at rock bottom prices. High 
grade Teas and Coffees at lowest 
prices in the city. Give us a call. 
.f'\rs. D. N. TAYLOR 
SW . 
cuts by actual measurment, using the 
WORLD RENOWNED, S. T . Taylor 
system . A perfect fit and good work 
guaranteed. Ladies who rrn.i.ke tbeir 
own garments, will fined it a great help 
to have them cut and basteq, which 
will be done in the latest styles. Lead-
ing Fashion Journals used. Terms 
rea~onable. WiH give instructions in 
cutt ing and · basting by this popular 
system. 213, Fifth Ave. Soutb. 
FRITZ GUYJ~~ 
WATCHMAKER AND OPTICIAN. 
Diamonds, Fine Watches, Jewelry, Silver-
'ware, Clocks, Gold Pins' and Specticals. 
Pianos, Organs, Guitars, Mandolines, Banjos, 
Violins, Etc. · 
Low Prices, Good Work, 
Prompt Attention. 
~~~5!J!a~~ 
G. S. BRIGHAM, 
Physioian ~ Sut1geon .. 
Office, 27 5th ~ ve. South. 
Residence, 424 3d Ave. South. 
BROWN &SON, 
. . TIJe Practical Tailors 
Guarantee all their patrons entire sat_is-
faction in fit, style and workmanship. Call 
and see our stock of Spring and Summer 
vVoolens. Suits from $16.00 up. Cleaning , 
repairing and pressing done in first-clas s. 
style at moderate prices. 
602 ½ St. Germain St~ 
STUDENTS 
-GO TO-_ 
Swanson & Thursdales' 
§~e@m !J@Mij@Fy 
No. 801 Pifth A venue South, 
FOE FJ:J:::.::rE ::r:.,:z:.., UJ:::.::rDE YIN a-. 
If You Waot tlJe 










B~st aod Fioest Equipp~c;J 
.. . .. JOB OFFICE~ 
Io tt,e Nortl)w~st. 
IF YOU WISH 'l'O 
MEET WITH GOOD MK\ 'l' 
GO TO . .. 
Kraeiner's Meat - ~1arket 
W HEUE 'l'HEY . . 
METE l'l' OUT DAILY. 
18"'Kansas City Beef a Specialty. 
JOHN COATES , 
First Street S. , Opposite West Hotel. 
l3est lliverry in the City. * 
.. :Buses make all Trrains. 
Edwin H. rtcHenry } . 
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TAIJOlltA : Dining Ca r i; •·.11ourist SEA'r'l'LE · 
POR'rLAND : Sleepin g Cars '1... a A 4 :A AA ._A_.. .,,,. ..._..,,._ 
ve. 
T l ME :,CHEDULE. 
90JNG WRST. 
St. raul .... ..... •3:15pm ... . ... t9:00am ..... .. .. . •8:0!rpu 
Minn eapolis ..... 3:40 ... .. .... 9:30 .. ... ... 8:40 
St Cloud ...... ... G:17 ........ 11:45 .... . . ... 10:58 
LUtle Falls. .. ... 6:35pm... . .. 1:00pm .. .. ..• 12:07am 
Brainerd .. ..... 1:55 
80IN8 E AST. 
Brainerd. t12:45pm 
Little Falls ....... •3:10 am .... .. 1:45 
St. Cloud .. ........ 4.25 .. .. .. 2:45 
~'.p',.":f~~'.~.::::: ~::~~arn .".": .":." ffg 
*Daily via Staples. 
.. ...... • 2:lOpm 
... ...... 3: 10 
.... .. ... 5:25 
......... 5·5E 
t Except S unday via Brainerd. 
'l'h roui:!b tickP-ts to Japan and China, via 
T acom a and Northern P a cifi c Stea m ship Co. 
For Information. Time Curds , Mups, a nd 
Ticke t s, call on or write E. WOLFS B E RG 
Agent, or CHAS. S. FEE. 
Wa y Pass. &Ticket Agent, St. Paul M 1n • 
Gen'!Freight: E . 12:50 p.m.: W . 11:15 a m. 
• 
THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK, 
S'T'. C L OUD, :l:Y.'.[INN . 
CAPITAL, $100,000. 
All Business Connected with General Banking will 
Receive Prompt Attention . 
DIRECTORS. 
H . P . Bell, L . W. Collins, 
W . 1-'owell, W. B. Mitchell , 
L . A. E vans. J o hn Cooper , 
L. Clark, John Zapp, John 
Beuaen, J. G. Smith. 
OFFICER S , 
J. G. SMITH, President. 
L. W . COLLINS, Vice-Pres. 
Ed. SMITH, Cashier. 
E . F.. CLARK, Asst. Cashier. 
~o~ 
We have a pretty line of books that make handsome 
gifts, which we are sellirig at 25c and upwards. 
In1mcnse line of School Reward Cards. 
Mai l orde rs prom ptly filled.---111nn-r.. 
27 Stt) A ver,ue 5outi), 
The Grandest Line of ........ . 
~; 
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Now on Sale at the Usually low Prices at ABELES BROS'. 
* 1* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
P. S .-Crawford B icycle given away June 1st. With each cash purchase of $1.00 we give you a ticket which 
g ives yo u a chance on the $75.00 bicycle. 
WHY~ 
The Leisen Shoe Co. is the best place to buy 
shoes. Look their list over and you will be 
convinced of the fact. -
LRdies' tan Oxford Ties, razor toP,, !\Sc. Ladies' black 
Oxford Tics. patent tip anrl stA:v, \'JSc. Ladies' black 
rloth top Oxford Ties. scaloperf 1>1ttent leather trim, 
$1.25. Ladies' black rloth top, r1tzor toe Oxford , pa.ten1, 
trim, $1.50. Ladies' tan Oxforrl Ties, Hosols stock, finest 
In the market. $2.2fi. Ladies' hig-h •ran Goat, lace or. 
bntton, onl.v $2 7i3. Ladies' fine Viei Kin . lace or button. 
no finer razor toe, $3.25. 500 pair Larlies' Goodyear 
Welt, la,ce anrl button, patent le11,ther t1·immed, to close 
for $1.98. Space not al lowing- to i,,ive more pric~s this is 
only a trifle of wbat we carry in stock. It is a treat to fit 
the feet with our shoes. 
The ueisen Shoe Co., 
St. Cloud's bigirest and mostpovnlar shoe store, 
6 24 St. Germain St ., St. Cloud, Minn. 
The_ Photographer 
NEW PLA TINOS ARE ELEGANT. .. 
The Finest of Everything that enters into the 
composition of an Artistic Portrait can be 
found in BILL'S S'l'l!DIO. 
Special~·Prices to Normals. 
26 Fifth A venue South, 
